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 The Three Classifications of Social Networks 
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3. Leveraging Your Professional Profile of Record as a PR 
Professional 

 



Where LinkedIn Fits 

 The “professional profile of record” 
 The power of a trusted network 
 Leverage data & intelligence 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What makes recruiting on LinkedIn so powerful?[if presenting to a few people]:Who already uses LinkedIn for recruiting?Why do you use it?



The world’s largest professional network 
Over 50% of members are now international 

*as of August 4, 2011 
**as of June 30, 2011 
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120M+ * 75% 
Fortune 100 Companies  
use LinkedIn to hire 

** 

Company Pages 
 

>2M ** 

People searches in 2010 
 

~2B ** 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re making great strides toward our mission:**As of August 4, 2011, LinkedIn has north of 120 million members, and we’re now adding more than two members every second. This is the fastest rate of absolute member growth in the company’s history. More than half of LinkedIn members are currently located outside of the United States.As of June 30, 2011 (the end of the second quarter), LinkedIn counts executives from all 2011 Fortune 500 companies as members; its corporate hiring solutions are used by 75 of the Fortune 100 companies.More than 2 million companies have LinkedIn Company Pages.There were nearly two billion people searches on LinkedIn in 2010.[See http://press.linkedin.com/about for a complete list of LinkedIn facts and stats]
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LinkedIn Tips for  
PR Professionals 
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Do Journalists  
Use LinkedIn? 
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Your LinkedIn Profile 
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Professional Identity Ecosystem 
Claim your piece of digital real estate 
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1st 

244 shared connections 



Connect 

Summary: 
Career and 

Professional 
Highlights 

Experience / 
Education 

Your LinkedIn Profile 
Your professional profile of record 

Professional 
Details 

Groups / 
Associations 

Recommendations 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Replaces rolodex & business card; address book in the cloudThere are over 120 million LinkedIn members and a new member joins every second. Here's how to make your profile stand out:Update your profile regularly. Have you Googled yourself? Your profile comes up high in search results for your name, so make sure your online first impression packs a punch. Update your profile when you nab a promotion or switch jobs. If recently took a class or got a certification, make sure that info is on your profile too. Have you learned new skills in the past year? Make sure they're listed on your profile. Keep your profile updated, even when you're not looking for a job, since clients or partners may be searching for someone like you. If you only have your current position listed on your profile, then you may look like a professional that only has a year of experience if that's how long you've been in your current role. That's why it's important to add your previous work history in your profile. You are 12 times more likely to be viewed for potential opportunities if you have more than one position listed on your profile.Get connected. Remember, when you look at a person's profile on LinkedIn, you'll see if you have any connections "in common." There is a "magic" number of connections on LinkedIn and that number is 50 contacts. By connecting to at least 50 people that you know and trust (current co-workers, clients, friends and family) you'll increase your chances of getting in touch with people and companies that will help you get ahead in your career.Add a photo. If you add a photo you're seven times more likely to have people view your profile. Adding a photo is also important if you're reaching out to people you've lost touch with. People never forget a face. (Especially if you changed last name when you got married. A college classmate or former boss may remember you as Karen Harris, not Karen Smith, so a photo will jog their memory.)



Get Recommended by Former Colleagues and Clients  
If you’ve added value to others, they will reciprocate. 

 Request with a Soft Approach 
 Suggest Different Points Where Appropriate 
 Request Specifics 

 



Your LinkedIn  
Homepage 
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Critical 
Mass 

Connections 

Context 

Data 

LinkedIn Homepage 
Your professional dashboard 
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Become a Professional Worth Following 
Ensure Your Desired Audience will “follow” you 

 Prove that you’re adding value 
 Show you know key people: connect and like / comment 
 Ask your network industry questions via your LinkedIn Status Update 

 



LinkedIn Today 
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LinkedIn Today: Public Relations 
News for specific industries 

Top news 

Latest stories 

Timeless 
insights 



LinkedIn Groups 
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LinkedIn Groups 

Industry Connectedness 1stDegree CXO Connections 

Join Groups to expand your network, learn about specific topics 
 and uncover new clients 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do branch out and make new connections outside of your comfort zone. Just because you're in accounting doesn't mean you should only join accounting related groups. Is your territory the Bay Area? Do a search for "bay area" related groups for professionals. Do you have a passion for the environmental issues? Join a group like Green (http://is.gd/1dNAbL) on LinkedIn so you can show your support of green business practice and network with other people that are just as passionate about those issues. Do you love your iPhone or your new iPad? Join a group like the iPhone iPad Group on LinkedIn (http://is.gd/yItAts) where you can learn tips and ways to customize your gadgets from other fanatics. Joining different or new professional circles will help you meet other people and also open the door to other opportunities. Look at groups like mini conferences where you can learn about business topics you're interested in or curious about.



LinkedIn Company  
Pages 
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LinkedIn Company Pages 

Industry Connectedness 1stDegree CXO Connections 

•Create a company page to 
increase your visibility and 
make your company easier to 
find.  
 
•Follow other companies to 
keep up-to-speed on clients, 
partners and competitors 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do take matters into your own hands. Just having a profile isn't enough. You have to be proactive too. Follow clients and competitive companies on LinkedIn so you get updates when people join a company (perhaps you now have a second degree contact that works at a potential client company), leave a company and when companies post jobs. 



Follow Companies 



LinkedIn Advanced  
People Search 
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LinkedIn Advanced People Search 

Industry Connectedness 1stDegree CXO Connections 

• Ken leveraged his profile to XYZ 
• Ken did XYZ using Groups 
• Ken uses Answers to XYZ 



LinkedIn Advanced People Search 

1stDegree CXO Connections 

Use Advanced Search to find new beat reporters, freelancers and employees 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can search our 120M members across the globe by title, company name, location, etc.Search by title for clients, partners, vendors, experts, employers or hiring managers. Narrow to your city for in person meetings or meetings when you travel. Company field is useful for seeing if anyone you know is connected to a company you want to get in touch with. Play around with searches. (VP of HR could be VP of People Operations.) 



LinkedIn Answers 
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LinkedIn Answers 

Industry Connectedness 1stDegree CXO Connections 



LinkedIn Answers 

Industry Connectedness 1stDegree CXO Connections 



LinkedIn Mobile 
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Go Mobile 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
LinkedIn has mobile apps for the iPhone, Blackberry, and Android.   Download and use the app to… - Add new contacts at a networking event or career fair- Get a quick refresher on a candidate’s profile as you’re walking into an interview - Check your network updates on the go





Questions? 
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